Important Information
New blade seals in constant speed MT-propellers

Affected Procedure:
Installation of new blade seals.

Affected Propellers:
All MTV Constant Speed Propellers.

Reason:
From March 20, 2003 the blade seals are replaced by special surface treated ring-seals C-057-( ) to avoid grease leakage.

Required Material:
Since March 20, 2003 the improved ring seal is available for:
Seal Part No. C-057-92
Seal Part No. C-057-78
Seal Part No. C-057-64

Additional Information:
In case that other blade seals will be installed, no warranty claim for grease leakage on the blade roots will be accepted by MT-Propeller.

Publications affected:
Manuals will be updated as soon as the new blade seals will be standard in production and overhaul.